VEGF is a prototype angiogenic factor, but recent evidence indicates that this growth factor also has direct effects on neural cells. Abnormal regulation of VEGF expression has now been implicated in several neurodegenerative disorders, including motoneuron degeneration. This has stimulated an increasing interest in assessing the therapeutic potential of VEGF as a neuroprotective agent for such neurodegenerative disorders.
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No factor is better known for its angiogenic effects than VEGF — this molecule has been implicated in virtually every type of angiogenic disorder, including those associated with cancer, ischemia, and inflammation (1). Recent studies have revealed, however, that VEGF is also involved in neurodegeneration. How can we explain this unexpected finding? It turns out that the role of VEGF in the nervous system is not restricted only to regulating vessel growth: VEGF also has direct effects on different types of neural cells — including even neural stem cells (NSCs). This link between angiogenesis and neurogenesis offers novel opportunities to better decipher the insufficiently understood molecular pathogenesis of many neurodegenerative disorders, and promises to open future avenues for improved treatment.

Vascular effect of VEGF in neurodegeneration

How can VEGF, and other vascular factors in general, affect neurodegeneration? Recent genetic studies have revealed that reduced VEGF levels cause neurodegeneration in part by impairing neural tissue perfusion. Indeed, mice with reduced VEGF levels due to a subtle targeted deletion of the hypoxia response element in the promoter of the VEGF gene (VEGFΔ/Δ mice) develop adult-onset motoneuron degeneration (2), reminiscent of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS). This condition is also known as Lou Gehrig’s disease, after the famous baseball player who died of this incurable disorder (3). A follow-up human genetic study documented that "low-VEGF" haplotypes in the VEGF promoter and leader sequence are associated with lower VEGF plasma levels (due to impaired transcription and translation of several VEGF isoforms, including the novel large 1-VEGF isoform) and an increased risk of ALS, at least in three European populations (4). As with any other genetic association study, independent high-power replication studies and, even more importantly, additional functional evidence would support the involvement of VEGF in motoneuron degeneration, although the genetic demonstration of a modifier role of VEGF for such a complex disease might be more challenging than is currently anticipated. Reduction of VEGF levels by 50% is known to significantly impair angiogenesis (5). Somewhat unexpectedly, VEGFΔ/Δ mice, with VEGF levels that are suppressed by only 25% in the spinal cord, had no major defects in angiogenesis, as measured by capillary density in the spinal cord (2). Yet, neural perfusion was impaired, causing chronic ischemia of motoneurons in the spinal cord (Figure 1) (2). Intriguingly, decreased regional cerebral blood flow has also been reported in patients with ALS (6, 7). These findings, together with the facts that large motoneurons are particularly vulnerable to free radicals generated during ischemia and that release of reactive oxygen species increases with age, suggest that chronic and/or repetitve neural perfusion deficits may set the stage for the development of neuronal damage and, ultimately, neurodegeneration at adult onset. The mechanisms by which low VEGF levels reduce neural perfusion remain to be determined, but they might involve impaired vasoregulation. One possibility is that VEGF affects vascular tone by controlling the release of the vasorelaxant nitric oxide by endothelial cells (ECs). Alternatively, VEGF may be required for the normal functioning of perivascular autonomic nerves, which critically regulate vascular tone and, hence, tissue perfusion. Ongoing studies in VEGFΔ/Δ mice suggest indeed that low VEGF levels cause adult-onset degeneration of these perivascular autonomic nerves (8).

Perfusion deficits have also been documented in other neurodegenerative disorders, including Alzheimer disease and Huntington disease. Evidence
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The presence of perfusion deficits often precedes onset of clinical symptoms, suggesting that they causally contribute to the pathogenesis of these disorders (9, 10). Various types of vascular defects have been documented in neurodegenerative disorders (Table 1), including fibrosis and deposition of amorphous substances within the vessel wall and thickening of the basement membrane and interstitial matrix. These abnormalities lead to vessel narrowing, loss of vasoregulation, hypoperfusion, and impaired oxygen diffusion to the neural tissue. Notably, a progressive loss of the microvasculature and reduction of blood supply to the nervous system with increasing age may explain the late onset of many neurodegenerative disorders (11). To what extent VEGF — or other molecules — are involved in the deregulation of neural perfusion in these disorders remains to be elucidated.

In addition to the above-described etiologic role of VEGF in the initiation phase of neurodegeneration, VEGF may also have additional effects which can occur secondarily in response to the neurodegeneration process itself. These secondary effects likely relate to the fact that VEGF expression is upregulated by ischemic and inflammatory stimuli, which often accompany neurodegeneration. The elevated neural VEGF levels in humans suffering acute focal neural ischemia, diabetes, Alzheimer disease, and vascular dementia may thus be secondary to the ischemia and inflammation in these disorders (12–14), although a primary role cannot be formally excluded to date. Such elevated VEGF levels could initiate a vicious cycle. Indeed, excess VEGF may cause hemangioma formation, microvascular leakage, and fragility. These abnormalities may lead to edema formation and bleeding, and further impair perfusion and tissue oxygenation. The resultant hypoxia may then, in turn, further upregulate VEGF levels again.

Neurotrophic effects of VEGF in neurodegeneration

There is growing evidence that insufficient neuroprotection by VEGF may be a novel etiologic mechanism of motoneuron degeneration. First, VEGF is expressed in the spinal cord in neurons and glial cells, and is rapidly elevated by hypoxia, whereas VEGFR-2 and neuropilin-1 are expressed in motoneurons (2), indicating that all molecular players required to coordinate a neuropro-

Table 1

Vascular defects in neurodegenerative disorders

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Neurodegenerative disease</th>
<th>Vascular defect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis</td>
<td>Normal vascular density in the spinal cord but reduced neural perfusion causes chronic ischemia due to low VEGF levels (2, 4).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alzheimer disease</td>
<td>β-amyloid causes microvascular degeneration (focal swelling, atrophy, and death of vascular cells, disruption of the blood-brain barrier), cerebral amyloid angiopathy (CAA), abnormal vasoregulation, vessel wall rupture, cerebral perfusion deficits, hemorrhages, and infarcts (10). Tortuous thickening of the basement membrane, collagen deposition, CAA, and the presence of plaques/tangles impede diffusion of oxygen. Reduced vascular density correlates with the degree of vascular dementia, but reactive angiogenesis may be induced by cerebral ischemia and upregulation of VEGF (50).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parkinson disease</td>
<td>Microvascular basement membrane deposits and capillary dysfunction (51).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huntington disease</td>
<td>Perfusion deficits due to vascular hyporeactivity (9).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetic neuropathy</td>
<td>Epineural vessels: arteriolar attenuation, venous distension, arteriovenous shunting, new vessel formation. Endoneural vessels: hyalin thickening and increased deposition of amorphous substances in the vessel wall, in association with endothelial cell growth and basement membrane thickening, pericyte loss and — in some cases — capillary pruning and obstruction (52).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CADASIL</td>
<td>Cerebral autosomal dominant arteriopathy with subcortical infarcts and leukoencephalopathy (CADASIL): vascular malformations and degeneration due to smooth muscle cell dysfunction, resulting from Notch3 mutations (53).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stroke</td>
<td>Angiogenic cerebral scores correlate with the recovery from stroke (54).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prion disease</td>
<td>Mobile cells in vessel walls such as dendritic cells and monocytes are implicated in the spread of disease-associated prion protein (55).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1

Low VEGF levels cause amyotrophic lateral sclerosis. Low VEGF levels impair spinal cord perfusion and cause chronic ischemia of motoneurons, but also deprive these cells of vital VEGF-dependent survival and neuroprotective signals. Both mechanisms result in adult-onset progressive degeneration of motoneurons, with associated muscle weakness, paralysis, and death — as is typical in amyotrophic lateral sclerosis.
Protective effect by VEGF are present in vivo. Second, in VEGF<sup>−/−</sup> mice with ALS, insufficient VEGF may deprive motorneurons of critical survival and neuroprotective signals, especially in conditions of hypoxic or excitotoxic stress, and thereby cause motoneuron degeneration (Figure 1) (2). This may explain why VEGF<sup>−/−</sup> mice are unusually sensitive to transient spinal cord ischemia and remain paralyzed after a minor ischemic insult, while wild-type mice show only a transient clinical deficit (4). Third, neuronal overexpression of VEGFR-2 while wild-type mice show only a transient clinical and remain paralyzed after a minor ischemic insult, are unusually sensitive to transient spinal cord ischemia (2). This may explain why adult NSCs are neighbors to ECs, or Kennedy’s disease—a lower motor neuron disease caused by CAG repeat expansion in the androgen receptor gene), reduced spinal cord VEGF protein levels were observed, even in presymptomatic mice (15). Finally, several recent in vitro studies have documented that VEGF protects cultured motorneurons against death in conditions of hypoxia, oxidative stress, and serum deprivation (2), glutamate-induced excitotoxicity (16, 17), or mutant SOD-1–induced toxicity (18), thus indicating that VEGF has direct neuroprotective effects on motorneurons.

The neuroprotective activity of VEGF might also play a more important (etiologic) role in other neurodegenerative disorders than originally anticipated, although the evidence thus far is largely based on in vitro studies. Various neural cells express one or more of the VEGF receptors (e.g., VEGFR-1, -2 and neuropilin-1) and can thus directly respond to VEGF released by neighboring neural cells (2, 14, 19). For instance, VEGF stimulates axonal outgrowth in explant cultures of retinal or superior cervical and dorsal root ganglia (14). Furthermore, under conditions of hypoxic, excitotoxic, or oxidative stress, VEGF increases the survival of hippocampal, cortical, cerebellar granule, dopaminergic, autonomic, and sensory neurons (2, 14, 16–18, 20–23). VEGF also stimulates the growth (14) and survival of Schwann cells in hypoxic conditions (24), and increases proliferation and migration of astrocytes (23, 25) and microglial cells (26). Future genetic and functional studies in vivo will have to elucidate how important the neuroprotective effect of VEGF is in the pathogenesis of other neurodegenerative disorders.

**Neurogenic effects of VEGF**

An impaired regenerative response of neural tissue by adult NSCs has been proposed as a contributory factor in the pathogenesis of neurodegenerative disorders. There is increasing evidence that blood vessels and angiogenic factors such as VEGF play an important role in the control of neurogenesis via crosstalk pathways. For example, ECs and NSCs appear at similar locations and developmental stages in the neural germinai zones (27). In the adult mouse, NSCs are neighbors to ECs and proliferate in small clusters around dividing capillaries (“vascular niches”) in the subependymal zone of the lateral ventricle (28). Moreover, when neural progenitors are cocultured with ECs, the maturation, neurite outgrowth, and migration of neurons are enhanced (29). Conditions which increase neural activity and stimulate neurogenesis also trigger angiogenesis (30, 31), whereas cranial irradiation causes a decrease in both hippocampal neurogenesis and angiogenesis (32). VEGF is produced by ependymal cells at neurogenic sites, stimulates the proliferation of neuronal precursors in cerebral cortical cultures in vitro, and, upon intracerebroventricular infusion, increases neural progenitor growth in the subventricular and subgranular zone of the hippocampal dentate gyrus (33–36), effects that may be mediated via VEGFR-2 (36). VEGF may also promote neurogenesis by stimulating ECs to release neurogenic signals, such as brain-derived neurotrophic factor (37). Notably, intracerebroventricular administration of VEGF reduces infarct size, in part by stimulating neurogenesis and angiogenesis (38).

Despite this suggestive evidence, there is currently no formal proof that impaired neurogenesis due to low VEGF levels contributes to neurodegeneration. Another outstanding but challenging question is also whether delivery of VEGF would beneficially affect the outcome of neurodegeneration by stimulating neurogenesis.

**VEGF for the treatment of neurodegeneration?**

The emerging evidence for an etiologic role of VEGF in (at least some types of) neurodegeneration provides a rationale for considering the therapeutic potential of VEGF for neurodegenerative disorders, which are mostly incurable. Although the evidence is still circumstantial, VEGF may indeed have such a therapeutic potential. For instance, treatment with VEGF-protected wild-type mice against paralysis induced by short-term spinal cord ischemia (4). VEGF also augmented vascularization and reduced retrograde degeneration of transected corticospinal tract axons, and, remarkably, VEGF stimulated some axons to regenerate across the injured area (39). Intramuscular VEGF gene transfer prevented axonal loss and myelin degeneration and preserved nerve conduction velocities and normal sensory nerve action potentials in a rabbit model of ischemic neuropathy (24) and in patients with critical hind limb ischemia (40). This favorable effect of VEGF was attributed to a vascular effect (i.e., restoration of neural blood flow), as well as to a direct effect on Schwann cells (24). VEGF gene transfer also preserved neural flow by preventing regression of the vasa nervorum, resulting in restoration of peripheral nerve function in rats with streptozotocin-induced diabetes (41). Furthermore, VEGF improved nerve regeneration by stimulating the outgrowth of Schwann cells and blood vessels (42). In a rat model of Parkinson disease, continuous local production of VEGF improved amphetamine-induced rotational behavior (43). VEGF can also have favorable effects on the recovery of an ischemic brain insult. Administration of VEGF via intravenous or intracerebrovascular infusion, or via topical application on the cortex, enhanced angiogenesis in the...
penumbra and improved neural recovery (44), reduced edema formation and infarct volume (45, 46), and amplified neurogenesis (38), while knockdown of VEGF after ischemic stroke enlarged the infarct volume (47). Some caution, however, is warranted, as other studies suggest that delivery of a VEGF trap reduces edema formation and spares ischemic brain tissue (48), while infusion of VEGF induces vascular leakage, with resultant hemorrhagic transformation of the ischemic lesions (44). VEGF has also been documented to have beneficial effects in epilepsy, as infusion of VEGF into rat brains protected CA1 and CA3 hippocampal regions against neuronal cell damage induced by epilepsy (49). Overall, although additional work is required, these studies highlight the important biological role of VEGF in neurodegenerative disorders and provide sufficient rationale for evaluating the potential therapeutic utility of VEGF in their management.
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